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Jointly u-stable random variables with index O< (Y < 2 have only finite moments of order less than (I, 
but their conditional moments can be higher than cy. We provide conditions for this to happen and use 
the existence of the conditional moments to study the regression E(X, / X, = x). We show that if (X, , X2) 
is a symmetric n-stable random vector, then under appropriate conditions, the regression is well-defined 
even when a s 1 and is linear in x The results are applied to different classes of symmetric a-stable 
processes. 
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1. Introduction 
Multivariate a-stable distribution are indexed by a parameter 0 < (Y s 2. When cy = 2, 
the distribution is Gaussian and the probability tails decrease to zero exponentially 
fast. When 0 < LY < 2, the probability tails decrease to zero much more slowly, like 
a power function. This means that a-stable random variables with (Y (2 exhibit 
much more variability than their Gaussian counterpart, a feature of great importance 
in applications. An a-stable random variable X has characteristic function of the 
form 
~x(e)=exp{-cr”lel”(l-iP sign(CI)h(a, e))+ipcle} 
where u>O, -lS/3Sl, p real and 
1 tan rr(u/2, h((Y’ ‘)= -(2/~r) In (01, if (Y # 1, if (Y = 1, 
and it satisfies 
P(IXI>A)-c0nst.K” as A+03 (1.1) 
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when 0 < (Y < 2. The lower the (Y, the slower the decay of the probability tails. The 
parameters a, p and /J are respectively the scale, skewness and shift parameters. 
The distribution is symmetric if ,f3 =,u =0 and in that case 4,,,(e) = exp(-a”)8)“}. 
Because of (l.l), no a-stable random variable has a finite second moment when 
LY <2 and even the first moment does not exist when (Y s 1. This makes it nontrivial 
to extend to the a-stable case 0 < (Y < 2, prediction and filtering techniques developed 
for the Gaussian case (Y = 2. 
This paper focuses on conditional expectations of multivariate jointly a-stable 
laws with 0 < LY < 2, and on their applications to regression. Recently LePage [8] 
demonstrated that for a particular class of stationary symmetric a-stable processes, 
namely stationary harmonizable stable processes {X(t), ---CO < f <co}, all conditional 
first moments of the type E(X(t)lX(s)) exist with probability 1, even if (Y c 1, and 
all conditional second moments of the type E(X( r)‘( X(t - 6), X( t - 26)) are finite 
with probability 1. He also showed that the regression is linear, i.e. E(X(t) 1 X(s)) = 
const.X(s) a.s., thus extending to the case of stationary harmonizable processes 
with 0 < LY s 1 a result established by Kanter [6] for I< LY < 2 and arbitrary symmetric 
cr-stable processes. LePage based his approach on the fact that a harmonizable 
stationary symmetric a-stable process is conditionally a stationary Gaussian (see 
LePage [9], also Marcus and Pisier [ll]). 
Our purpose in starting this work was to discover those features of harmonizable 
a-stable processes (or, for that matter, of conditionally stationary Gaussian proces- 
ses) that account for the existence of high conditional moments. We show that the 
existence of conditional moments is closely related to a certain integrability property 
of the spectral measure of the a-stable vector (X(f), X(s)). This enables us to 
obtain explicit sufficient conditions for the existence of conditional moments and 
the linearity of the regression. 
In Section 2 we state various facts about multivariate a-stable laws and derive 
an expression for their conditional characteristic functions. Section 3 deals with 
conditional moments ofthe type E(lX$‘\X,) where (X,, X2) is a symmetric a-stable 
random vector. We derive sufficient conditions for the existence of such moments, 
and for the linearity of the regression. These results are then applied in Section 4 
to different classes of symmetric a-stable processes. Future directions are discussed 
in Section 5. 
2. Multivariate stable laws 
A random vector X = (X, , . . . , X,), or its law, is said to be a-stable if for any A > 0, 
B > 0 there is a DE IWd such that 
AX(‘)+ BXC2’ k (A” + B”)““X + D, (2.1) 
O<a<2, where X (I), X’*’ are independent copies of X. The vector X is called 
symmetric a-stable (SaS) if X satisfies (2.1) and X g-X. Every SaS vector X has 
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characteristic function of the form 
where 0=(0 ,,..., e,), s=(s ,,... , sd) and r is a finite symmetric measure on the 
Bore1 subsets of the unit sphere S, in Rd. Clearly, any random vector with characteris- 
tic function (2.2) is necessarily SaS, and there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the finite symmetric measures r on S, and SaS laws in Rd. See Kuelbs 
[7] for example for details. The measure r in (2.2) is called the spectral measure 
of a ScvS random vector X. 
We start with the following simple result. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf dz2 andfor each (tl,.. ., tdd,)ESd_,, 
r{sESd: t,s,+. ~~+f&,S&,#o}~o, (2.3) 
then for each real r, 
I 
Iw‘,~, kb(t,, . . . , klr r)ldt,. . .d&-,<*. (2.4) 
Remark. Note that S, consists of the two point set (-1, I}. Hence, relation (2.3), 
in the case d = 2, is equivalent to T{(s,, sJ E S,: s1 # 0} > 0, i.e. to 
r{s*\I(O, I), (0, -l)))>O, (2.5) 
that is X1 f 0 a.s. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Define A4 : Rdp’ -+ R, by 
M(t,, . . . , f&l) = It,+ +. . . + td_,sd_,(“r(ds). 
Then 
M,= inf M(t,, . . .) t&,)>O. 
(f, ,..., r.,k,)t.~,I&, 
If O<Lu<l, then 
lt,s,+. . .$-td~,sd-,+rsdlar(ds) 
sexp - 
{.I 
(ItA+. ’ .-I- td-lsd-,[u -Irsdl”)r(ds) 
.?‘I 
~e”~‘“exp{-M&t:+. . .+t~-1)“‘2}, 
with C > 0, proving (2.4). The case 1 G cy < 2 is similar. 0 
Fix d 2 2 and suppose that (2.3) holds. Using Lemma 2.1, conclude that the vector 
(Xl,..., X,_,) has a bounded continuous density 
fXI,.._.Xd_,(XI,~~ ., &l) 
1 =p (2~)d_, d-IX‘r-l)&(f,, . . . , td_,, 0) dt,. . .dt,_, 
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and that, for almost all realizations X, = x1, . . . , X,_, = xd-, corresponding to 
A,, ,X‘, ~,(XI 9 . . . 9 x&r)> 0, the conditional characteristic function of Xd given 
x,=x ,,..., X&, =x&r is 
4 Xd/Xl /.._, x,_,(r) = 
I 
e 
~i”~x’+“‘+“~‘X~~~~‘~~(f,, . . . , d-,, r) dt, ’ . .dfd-, 
&Id-’ 
I 
e -i’r’x’+“.+‘d~‘xd-l’~~(f,, . . . , id-, , 0) dt, * . .dfd-, 
&Cl 
(2.6) 
We shall now exploit the well-known fact that finiteness of moments of a probability 
law is directly related to the behavior of its characteristic function at the origin. 
Specifically, we are going to use the following result, due to Ramachandran [12] 
(see also Ramachandran and Rao [13]). 
Theorem 2.1. Let F be a distribution function and Q, the corresponding characteristic 
function. 
(i) A necessary and sujicient condition for F to have the moment of order p, where 
0 < p < 2, is that, for some c > 0, 
t-(‘+P’( 1 - I+( 1))) dt < LY). (2.7) 
(ii) A necessary and suficient condition for F to have the moment of order 2 is that 
tt’(l +(t)l) ’ b IS ounded in a deleted neighborhood of the origin. 0 
We must therefore study how fast ~XdlX,,,.,,Xd~,(r) approaches 1 as r goes to zero. 
To accomplish this, it is convenient to rewrite (2.6) in the following form: 
&,,ix ,,...,_ I,,_,(r) 
e~i”~~lt”‘f’~~~IX~-l’(~,(t,,..., td_l,r)-&(tl,.._, td_,,O))dtl*~~dtd_, 
(2~)d-‘fX,,...,X,,_I(X1,. . . , xd-l) 
(2.8) 
and study how fast the numerator in the right-hand side of (2.8) tends to 0 as r 
goes to zero. 
3. Conditional moments in two-dimensional symmetric a-stable laws 
Let X = (X, , X,) be a SCIS random vector in [w2 with a spectra1 measure r, satisfying 
(2.5). Substituting d = 2 in (2.8) and setting x, =x we obtain 
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Substituting d = 2 in (2.2) we get 
where CJ, = (js, Is,)“r(ds))“a is the scale parameter of the distribution of X1. We 
therefore obtain the following expression for the conditional characteristic function 
of X, given X, =x: 
+x2,x(r) = 1 + ’ 
27rfx, (xl i 
+m e-irx e-l+“~;l 
--a? 
(Its,+ r.s$ -Its,ln)r(ds) 
Before stating formally the theorem which will be proven in this section, let us 
develop some heuristics. 
The conditional moment E(lX,l”lX, =x) is finite for almost every x if p < cy 
because EIXIP < CO, but it can be infinite when pa CL For example, let 
(X,, X2) g (X,, Y+Z), where (X,, Y) is a SaS random vector, and Z is a SaS 
random variable independent of (X, , Y). (The autoregressive model of order 1, i.e. 
X, = ax, + Z, is a special case of this.) The presence of the ‘independent increment’ 
Z ensures, of course, that E([X$’ 1 X, = x) = EE(I Y +ZI” IX, = x, Y) = ~0 as. if 
p 2 cy. In terms of the spectral measure r of the vector (X, , X,), this ‘independent 
increment’ 2 is equivalent to the presence of atoms at the points (0, 1) and (0, -1) 
on the unit circle S,. Therefore, heuristically, we would expect that, the less the 
spectral measure r is concentrated around the points (0, 1) and (0, -l), the higher 
the conditional moments of X,. The following theorem, which is the main result 
of this section, shows that these heuristics are basically correct. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) Suppose that the spectral measurer of a SC& random vector (X, , X,) 
sa tisjies 
for some v 2 0. 7’hen E(lX$(X, = x) < 03 a.e. for every p < ~(a, v), where 
Aa, v) = 
{ 
(Y + u, if vC1, 
CY+1, lj”VZ 1, 
34% y) = 1 a -t u, ifu<2-CY, 2, if v32-a, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
if 1 G CY <2. In the latter case, if v >2-aa, then E(Xi\X, =X)<CO a.e. 
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(ii) Suppose O< cy < 1 and (3.2) holds for some Y > 1 - LY, or suppose 1~ CY < 2. 
Then for almost every x, 
E(X,/x,=X)=KX, 
where 
s,sl”-‘)r(ds) 
5 
K= ,. (3.5) 
and a(‘):= Ial’ sign a for any real a, 6. 
Remarks. (1) Since js, T(ds) (~0, the case v = 0 in part (i) reduces to the trivial 
result E( 1X,(” ) X, = x) < 00 for any p < a. 
(2) Applying part (i) with (Y G 1, we get E(IX,I 1 X, = x) < ~0 a.e. if v > 1 -(Y. 
(3) The second moment in (3.4) is probably only an artificial barrier introduced 
by having to rely on the characteristic function in the proof. See Example 4.2 below. 
(4) Part (ii) of the theorem follows from Theorem 1.4 of Kanter [6] when 1 < (Y < 2. 
It can, therefore, be regarded as an extension of Kanter’s theorem to the case (Y s 1. 
Before proving Theorem 3.1, we need to collect certain technical results. Suppose 
that (3.2) holds for some v 3 0, and let C, < ~0 denote the corresponding value of 
the integral in (3.2). 
Lemma 3.1. (a) Let 0 < LY G 1. For any real, non-zero r and t: 
(i) / [ (Its1 + r.$ - Itsli”F(ds) ( s r(S2)lrla. (3.6) 
S2 
(ii) ( 5, 
2 
(Its, + d - id”)r(ds) / 
~ C,(2v+a2’~n)(rlol+“lflv, 
i 
ifo<V<l-cy, 
C,2”lrl”+“ltl-“+C,a2’-“lrlltl~“~”’, ifva 1 -(Y. 
(3.7) 
(iii) ) ts, + rsJn +Its, - rsZjn -2lts,\“lr(ds) 
~ 2’+“C,(rla+“lt(pU, 1 if O<v<2-(r, 2’+“CvJrl~+vlt(-u+21~~C~lr12)tla-2, $vZ=2-CY. 
(b) Let 1 < CY < 2. For any real, non-zero r and t: 
(3.8) 
(9 (Its, + rsZla - Its,la)r(ds) G aT(S2)(lrla +Irllfl”P’). (3.9) 
(ii) 
J 
I ts,+rs,l”+I~s,-rs21” -2(ts,I”IT(ds) 
S2 
C,(2’+“3” +22+Y)Irla+ulflP”, if O<v<2-a, 
C,2’+V3a~rl”+“ltl-“+C~24-“lr~2~tla-2, ifvZ2-a. 
(3.10) 
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Proof. (a) Part (i) follows from 1 Its, + rsZla - Its,l”j G (rsZ(n G lrla ((3.2) is not being 
used). For parts (ii) and (ii), decompose the whole integral into a sum of integrals 
J, and J2 over {(s,, S*)E S,: Its,(>2(r(} and {(s,, Q)E Sz: Its,ls2/r(} respectively. 
To obtain a bound for J, in part (ii), note that by the mean-value theorem, there 
isa0<0<1, 
since Jts,J> 2lrl and /fhq( < Irl imply Its,+Ors,(~~(ts,l. Hence J, s 
(y2’~aIrlitI~“~“‘I,,~,,>2, Is,l~“~“‘/s,)-“r(ds) is bounded by Cya2’-n~r~Y+n~f~~‘ if O< 
v < 1 -(Y and C,a2’pa~rl Itlp(‘-a) if Y 2 1 -LX. Moreover 
yielding (3.7). 
In part (iii), to estimate J,, use the fact that there are constants 8,, B2, y E (0, 1) 
such that 
I(ts,+rs,l”+Its,-rrs,(“--2(ts,J”I 
(This estimate is also correct when cx = 1 because under J,, the terms ts, + rsz, 
IS, - rs2 and ts, have the same sign.) To estimate J2 use J2~~I,r,,~21r, 21rs21”T(ds). 
(b) Part (i) follows from the mean value theorem ((3.2) is not being used) and 
the proof of part (ii) is similar to the case 0 < a G 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since the case v = 0 is trivial, we will assume v> 0 in the 
sequel. Then (3.2) implies (2.5), so that (3.1) holds. 
We prove now part (i) of the theorem. In order to streamline the proof, we assume 
1 < (Y < 2. The proof for the case 0 < cy G 1 is similar. We have 
+CC 
=- J e -irx ,+%p -a3 [J s2 (Its, + rS21n - lf#)l.(ds)] dt 
J 
+oD 
+ e-irx ,-ld”~: -1 + 
[ J 
(Its, + rs21a - Its,I")T(ds) 
-@a S2 
=: -r,+1,. 
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Using the elementary inequalities, true for any 0 < y s T, 
we conclude, using relation (3.9) of Lemma 3.1, that 
iI21 c C j-+= e-I’i”“: e~‘~(s~)(~r~-+~r~~‘-~“[ 1 
-co S2 
(Its, + rS21= _ lrs,lR)J(dS)]2 dt. 
(3.12) 
Here and in the sequel, C denotes a finite positive constant, which may change 
from line to line. Using once again Lemma 3.1, we obtain that for all 0 < Irl G 1 (say), 
iI21 S C(r12. (3.13) 
We are going now to estimate I,. We have 
I 
+a3 
I, = cos tx e ~(I(%L; (Its,+ rs21a -Its,l”)r(ds) dt 
-a, I 
I 
+LT 
-i sin tx e -/II%” I 
[I 
(Its, + rzs21a - Its$)T(ds) dt 
-m 5 1 =: I,,-IZ,,. (3.14) 
Lemma 3.1 (relation (3.9)) implies that for all O< Iris 1, ~I,,[s clrl. Moreover, 
cos tx ep’Uuy (Its,+rs21a+(tS,-rS210L-21tSlla)r(dS) dt II 
(Its,+ rs21a +Its, - rs2(01 -21ts,l”lT(ds) 1 dt. (3.15) 
Using Lemma 3.1 to bound the inner integral in the right-hand side of (3.15), we 
obtain for any 0 < Irl s 1, 
(3.16) 
We demonstrate the computations leading to (3.16) only in the most involved case 
vs 1. We use (3.9), (3.10) and (3.15): 
IIIs,+rs21”+ItS1-rs21”-21ts,l”lT(ds) dt 
I 
SC 
I 
lrl 
(Irl”+lrlltl*-‘) dt+C 
0 I 
,y (Irl”‘“ltl-“+lr)21flcr-2) e-‘““7 dt 
=2 C 
( 
Ir(“+‘+lr12+ 
I 
m Irl t e-‘-“y dt a+u PY 
lrl > 
,“I (rla-tutpu eptuvy dt). 
r 
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To evaluate the integral choose 1 - v s 0 < E < (Y - 1 and note that t-” G ~r~-“+‘--E~p-’ 
if t 2 Irl. Hence 
J iD Irl atv --v  e-‘mu? dtc Ir(a+l-f lrl J om t’-’ emrem? dt s Clrl’, 
establishing (3.16) when v 3 1. 
We now gather the intermediate results. By (3.1), (3.11) and (3.14), 
13 l&+(r)1 = 11 -(2~f(x))-‘~,,+i(2?rf(x))-‘~,2+(2~~(x))~11~l 
>I1 -(2~f(x))~‘Zl,+i(2~~(x))~‘I,,J-J(2~f(x))-’I,) 
?= It -(2nj-(x))~‘J111- md-brl~2l 
2 1 - mLf(x))-‘(lLl+ I&l). 
Hence, by (3.13) and (3.16), 
C(fX(x)))-ljr(a+“, if O< v<2-a, 
1 -l+x21x(r)l~ { c(fx(x))-‘lr,2, if vZ2-(Y, (3.17) 
for all OG(r(Gl. 
Part (i) of Theorem 2.1 and (3.17) imply E((X$ (X, =x) < cc a.e. for anyp < (Y + v 
if O< v < -(Y. Moreover, using part (ii) of Theorem 2.1 we conclude that 
E(\X2\*)X,=x)<co a.e. if v~2- (Y. This proves the first part of the theorem. 
We now establish the second part of the theorem. Note that E((X,IIX, =x) <CO 
a.e. by part (i) of this theorem. Therefore, by Corollary 2 to Theorem 2.3.1 of Lukacs 
[lo], for almost any x, +xzlx is differentiable at the origin, and E(X2)X, =x) = 
-i4&(0). 
Using (2.6), we get 
E(X*]X, =x) = -i 
27rfx, (x) 
Z'(0) a.e. x, 
where 
(3.18) 
To verify that one can differentiate I(r) under the integral sign, we use first Lemma 
3.1 (relation (3.8)) and apply the dominated convergence theorem. Since for t # 0, 
J 
+CXT 
I(r) = epi’“&(t, r) dt. 
-00 
:+x(t,r)=$exp - 
iJ 
)ts,+rs21aT(ds) 
s2 I 
=- a exp - ri Its, + rs,]“r(ds) II s,(ts, + rs2)(n-‘)r(ds), s2 S2 
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we obtain 
Integrating by parts, and using Theorem 3.2.2 of Lukacs [lo], we obtain 
I 
+CC 
ep’” e-/‘I”“‘;t’a-1) dt = _2i a sin tx e-,-rr~t”~I dt 
mm I 0 
(3.19) 
The statement of part (ii) of the theorem now follows immediately from (3.18)-(3.20) 
and the fact that u;1 =ssZ Isl\“r(ds). Th is completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
4. Applications 
We apply here the results proved in the preceding section to various important 
classes of SaS laws, namely those of moving averages, sub-Gaussian and harmoniz- 
able vectors. The following theorem is, essentially, a reformulation of Theorem 3.1, 
replacing the spectal representations of a SaS random vector in R2 by its integral 
representation. We refer the reader to Schilder [15] and Hardin [3] for definitions 
and basic properties of stochastic integrals. See also Samorodnitsky [14]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (E, %) be a measurable space, M an independently scattered SC& 
random measure on (E, 8) with control measure m, X, = I, f;(x) M(dx), i = 1,2. Then 
condition (3.2) is equivalent to 
I Ifzw+v E, Ifi(XN” m(dx) < ~0 
where E, = {x E E: fT(x)+fz(x) # 0}, and the constant K in (3.5) equals 
c .L(x)f,(x)‘“-“m(dx) 
JE 
K= 
I E Ifi(x)lam(dx) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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Proof. Let r be the spectral measure of the Sa!S random vector (X,, X,). 
A simple change of variables argument together with the uniqueness of the 
spectral measure shows that T(A) =$m, 0 (K’(A)+K’(-A)) where m,(dx) = 
(fi(x)‘+fi(x)Y2 m(dx) and where h : E, + S2 is given by 
“f,(x) fi(x) 
(fi(x)2+f2(x)2)“2’ (fi(x)2+f2(x)2)“2 > . 
Therefore, 
(~(x)“+fi(x)2)cu+““2m(dx) 
Ifi(x 
Ifi(x)lWdx)+ 
+ 
‘$;$’ m(dx)), 
so (4.1) implies (3.2). Similarly, (3.2) implies (4.1). The equivalence between (3.5) 
and (4.2) is straightforward. This completes the proof. 0 
Example 4.1. Often, the vector (X,, X,) = (X(t,), X(t,)) where t, d t2 and {X(t), 1 E 
T} is some a-stable stochastic process. If the process X(t) has a representation of 
the type X(t) =jym J;(x)M(dx) and M has Lebesgue control measure, then there 
is no v > 0 satisfying condition (4.1) and clearly, if 0 < a s 1, E(IX( tz)l) X( t,) = x) = 
~0. This is the case for example if X(t) =I: M(dx) (Levy stable motion) or if 
X(t) = JLa_ ePh(‘Px) M(dx) with A > 0 (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process). 
Relation (4.1) however, can be satisfied by two-sided moving averages. Consider 
for example the two-sided a-stable Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process X(t) = 
J’z e P”“-x’M(dx) where M has Lebesgue control measure. Then any v > 0 satisfies 
(4.1) and therefore 
(i) E(lX(12)lp IX(r,) =x) < ooa.e.foranyp<l+a ifO<cu<l; 
(ii) E(X2(f2)IX(f,)=x)<~ a.e. if lsa62; 
(iii) E(X(t,)(X(t,)=x)=($ha~f~ exp{-h((t,-ul+(cy-l)lf,-ul)>du)x a.e. 
Example 4.2. Sub-Gaussian vectors. Let 0 < CY < 2, let G, , G2 be zero mean jointly 
normal random variables, and let A be a positive (icu)-stable random variable, 
independent of (G, , G2) and having Laplace transform 
E emYA = epY”‘2 ) y>o. 
Set 
(X,, X2) = (A”‘G,, A”2G2). 
The vector (X,, X2) is called a sub-Gaussian ScvS random vector with underlying 
Gaussian vector G = (G, , G2) because it is subordinated to the Gaussian vector G.’ 
’ Some authors use the term sub-Gaussian to refer to a class of stochastic processes with exponential 
moments. We do not use the term sub-Gaussian in that context. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let 0 =C CY < 2 and (X, , X,) be a sub-Gaussian SaS random vector 
with underlying Gaussian vector (G, , GJ. Then 
(i) E(IX,JP(X,=x)<a a.e. foranyp<l+a; 
(ii) E(XZjXI =x) =co:ay1&G2) x a.e. 
1 
(4.3) 
Proof. The following direct proof does not use Theorem 3.1. Suppose p < 1+ (Y with 
0 < CY < 2 and write G2 = E + aG, where E is Gaussian, E&G, = 0 and a is a constant. 
Then 
E(IA”*G21P IA”‘G, =x) = E(IA”*E+cI~x(~ IA”*G, = x) <CO 
because a simple computation shows that the conditional density g(ylx) of A”*& 
given A”*G, =x satisfies g(y Ix) - C(x)y~*~OL as y + ~0, C(x) > 0. Part (ii) follows 
directly from the finiteness of the conditional moment as follows: 
E(XZIX,)= E(E(A1”G21A, G,)~A”*G,) 
= E(A’:*(%)G, j A,“G,} 
EGzG, 
=---XI a.s. 0 
EG: 
Remark. Using Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 below, one can prove part (ii) of 
Proposition 4.1 and also part (i) for 0 < (Y s 1 and for 1 < a < 2 and p = 2. According 
to Proposition 4.1 however, part (i) holds for all 0 < LY < 2 and 1 + (Y > 2 when (Y > 1. 
This suggests that the second moment restriction in (3.4) is only an artificial barrier. 
We pursue this point further in the last section of the paper. 
Example 4.3. Hurmonizable vectors. Let M be a (complex valued) rotationally 
invariant SaS random measure on (If& 93) with a jinite control measure m, let t, , t, 
be real numbers, and let 
I 
-too 
X,=Re ei’jxM(dx), j = 1,2. 
-0Z 
Then (X, , X2) is a ‘harmonizable’ SaS random vector. See Cambanis [l] for details 
on complex stable integration. 
Corollary 4.1. Let (X,, X,) be a harmonizable SaS random vector. Then 
(i) E(IX,I”(X,=X)<CC a.e. foranfp<l+a! ifO<cusl, 
(ii) E(X:(X,=X)<W a.e. if 1<(~~2, 
cos((k t,)y)m(dy) 
(iii) E(X21X,=x)= 
I 
+a? X a. e. 
m(dy) 
--co 
(4.4) 
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Relation (4.4) is due to Cambanis and LePage (see LePage [8], Proposition 3.11). 
The proof of Corollary 4.1 uses the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1. Let X = (X, , X,) be a sub-Gaussian SLVS random vector with underlying 
Gaussian vector G having covariance matrix (f- I), - 1 c r < 1. Let r,. denote the spectral 
measure of the sub-Gaussian ScvS vector X. Then for any 0 < v < 1, there is a jinite 
positive constant K independent of r such that 
J rr(ds) < K s;lslll-‘ 
Proof. It is well known (see e.g. Hardin [2]) that 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where (0, 9, P) is the probability space on which the Gaussian vector (G, , G,) 
lives, M is SaS random measure on (0, 9) with control measure P and C = C(a) 
is a finite positive constant. Using the representation of the spectral measure given 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
J (CT+ G;)(n+“)‘2 r,(ds) s2 lbIIY _ C”E IGIl” < ~~9+~“[ 44” + 45531. 
Since G2 s rG, + (1 - r’)“’ F where e is an N(0, 1) random variable independent 
of G,, we have 
c k%+” _ E 
IGI” 
lrGl+(l-r2)“2&IU+“~2~+~(E(C; Im+Elel”+“EIG I-“) 
IGI” 1 1 9 
proving the lemma. 0 
Proof of Corollary 4.1. The joint characteristic function &( 0,) 13,) of the SaS 
random vector X = (X,, X2) has the form 
E exp i( B, X, + 0,X,) 
1 J 
+CC = exp --b,(a) /0:-t 0:+20,13~ cos Ay(“‘2m(dy) 
I 
, (4.7) 
pu 
where b,(a) is a finite positive constant, and A = t2 - t, . An easy computation shows 
that for any y E [w, 
lo:+ e:+2e,e2 c0s A#+= b2(a) J (e,s, + e2S2Jar,osdJds), (4.8) SI 
where b2(cy) is a finite positive constant and where we use the same notation as in 
Lemma 4.1. Therefore 
Me,, 0,) =ev{ -hb)b2W Js2 loIs, + e2s$ J+m ~c,sAl.~d~)m(dy)). -SC 
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Comparing this expression with $J~(B,, 13,) = exp{-js2 (8,s, + 02s21ur(ds)} and using 
the uniqueness of the spectral measure, we conclude that the spectral measure r 
of the ‘harmonizable’ SaS random vector (X, , X,) can be represented in the form 
J 
+‘X 
r(A) = b,(a)bAa) ~c,,,,(A)m(dy) 
-m 
for any Bore1 set A on S2. By Lemma 4.1, for any 0 < v < 1, 
(4.9) 
Theorem 3.1, part (i), implies now that for almost every x, E(IX,(” IX, =x) <co 
for any p<l+cy if O<a~l, and E(X:IX,=x)<co if l<a<2. To prove (4.4), 
we use Theorem 3.1, part (ii), and (4.9). We have 
1 
+cTI 
s,sj”-“r(ds) = b,(a)b,(a) S2Sl +‘)ro,Jds) m(dy) 
SZ 1 [/. -‘x s, I 
= b,(a)b2(a)C”EIG,j” 
I 
+= cos ily m(dy) 
-m 
by using (4.6), and similarly, 
j 
s, Is,l”r(ds) = b,(a)b,(cu)C”EIG,(” J +=’ m(dy), -a‘ 
establishing (4.4) 0 
We now present two examples which shed some light on the natural question: 
How sharp is the result of Theorem 3.1. More specifically: 
(Ql) Let 0 < LY < 1. Relation (3.3) states that E(IX2j) X, =x) < ~0 a.e. if v > 1 - (Y. 
Is there a number 6 E [0, 1 -a) such that the finiteness of the integral in (3.2) with 
v = 6 implies E((X21 I X, = x) < cc a.e.? 
(Q2) Let Y* =sup{v ~0: (3.2) holds}. Is it true that for every p> ~(0, v*) we 
have E((X$ IX,) = a with a positive probability? 
Our next example shows that the answer to the first question is negative. In this 
sense, Theorem 3.1 is sharp. 
Example 4.4. Sub-stable random vectors. Let O< a’< 2 and let (Y,, Y2) be an 
arbitrary G’S random vector. Let O< (Y < LY’, and let A be a positive a/cu’-stable 
random variable independent of the vector ( Y, , Y2) and having Laplace transform 
E e-YA = e-Y”““, y > 0. 
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Then the SaS random vector X, = A”“’ Yi, i = 1,2 is called sub-cu’-stable. Obviously, 
sub-Gaussian Scu S random vectors of Example 4.2 are nothing more than sub-2-stable 
SaS random vectors, and the integral representation (4.6) carries over to the general 
sub-a’-stable case, i.e. 
(Xl, X2) g ccc5 a’) (I Y,(w)M(dw), I Y,(w)M(dw) fl II > (4.10) 
where (a, 9, P) is the probability space on which the vector ( Y, , YJ lives, M SaS 
random measure on (a, 9) with control measure P and C((Y, LY’) is a finite positive 
constant (see Hardin [2]). 
Let r be the spectral measure of the SczS random vector (X,, X,), and v > 0. By 
Theorem 4.1 we have 
<cc ifand only if E 
Since our goal is to give a negative answer to question (Ql), we let O<au<l, and 
choose any 6 E [0, 1 -a). Let (Y’E (a + 6,1]. We choose the Scu’S random vector 
(4.11) 
( Y,, YJ of a particular simple form: Yz = Y, + Z, where Y, and Z are i.i.d. Scu’S 
stable random variables. Then E(( Y21 ( Y,) = cc a.s., so that E(IX,/ 1 X,) = 00 a.s. as 
well. 
Nevertheless 
because (Y +6 < (Y’ and 6 < 1 (recall that ScvS random variables have bounded 
densities). Therefore the answer to question (Ql) is negative. 
We conjecture that condition (3.2) with Y = 1 -(Y also connot ensure ~(1~~1 IX,) < 
~0 a.s. but, so far, we have found no counterexample to establish this. 
Finally, our last example in this section shows that the answer to question (Q2) 
is also negative. This means that Theorem 3.1 does not always uncover all existing 
conditional moments in two-dimensional SaS laws. In this sense, Theorem 3.1 is 
not sharp. 
Example 4.5. Let Yr and Y2 be i.i.d. SaS random variables and set X, = Y, + Yz 
and X, = Y, - Y2. The spectral measure r of (X, , X2) is concentrated on the four 
points (l/a, l/a), (-l/a, -I/&!), (l/a, -l/a), (-l/a, l/a) of the unit 
circle S2 and hence, in this case, V* = ~0, where V* = sup{ v 3 0: (3.2) holds}. This 
implies -y((~, v*)=l+cr if O<cy<l and ~(a, v*)=2 if lsa<2. 
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On the other hand, let g(x) be the density of Y, or Y2 and let&,(x) be the density 
of X,. Since g(x)- C(X\~‘-” as jxI-+co, 
E(lx,IP lx, = Xl) = -jr-& j-_r bd’:g(~)g(~) dx, 
is infinite for p = 1 + 2a but is finite for all p < 1 + 2a. 
Hence p~(l+cy,1+2a) if O<a<l or pE(2,1+2a) if lscr<2 satisfies both 
P> ~(a, v*) and E(IX$‘]X, = x1 <co a.e., providing the required counterexample. ) 
5. Extensions 
One can extend Theorem 3.1 to the case of conditional moments of the type 
~$@lX,=X,,..., X,_, = xdPl) in a SaS randomvector (X,, . . . , X,_, , X,) with 
d 2 3 if one replaces the integrability condition (3.2) by the condition 
P( t, ) . . . ) fd_,) = 
r(ds) 
lb,% +. . *+ t&,S&,(” 
<co (5.1) 
for some v > 0, for almost all (1,) . . . , fd-i) E S,_, in addition to certain integrability 
conditions on P( t, , . . . , t,_,) over Rd-‘. Technically, the extension is a straighfor- 
ward application of the ideas in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to (2.8). Unfortunately, 
in many cases of interest either (5.1) does not hold for large enough v’s or 
P(t,, . . . , f&l) does not possess the required integrability properties. We suspect, 
therefore, that, unless one discovers an appropriate alternative to (5.1), our approach 
is largely confined to the case d = 2. Nevertheless, the integrability condition (3.1) 
for d = 2 is still useful when d > 2 because 
E((X,(P(X,)<CO a.s. 3 E((X,IPIXI ,..., X,_i)<co a.s.. 
Another possible extension of Theorem 3.1 consists in improving the bound 
y( LY, v) for cr > 1 in the following way. It is well known (see e.g. [ 121) that improving 
the rate at which the conditional characteristic function of X, converges to 1 at the 
origin cannot produce more than finite second (conditional) moments. It is necessary 
to differentiate first this function at the origin to get stronger results. The idea of 
differentiating the function +x,ix( r) in (3.1) at r = 0 looks promising. 
Finally, Theorem 3.1 can be extended to the case of non-symmetric a-stable 
vectors (X, , X,) in R* (see Hardin, Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [4,5]). In that case, 
E ( X2 1 X,) can be a nonlinear function of X, . 
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